
Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Start 5 minutes late



How do you define safety 
in the context of

residential treatment?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IVY (4 minutes)WE THRUST THIS ON ALL OF YOU BECAUSE WE BELIEVE IN IT. BUT THE TRUTH IS THAT NONE OF YOU CAN OR WILL ENGAGE IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE IN THE WHYKNOWING AND UNDERSTANDING THE WHY IS KEY TO TRULY MAKING THIS A VALUE AT STEVENSIVY3 minutes



Share relevant background 
regarding Stevens

Describe the nature of 
problematic sexual 

behaviors in adolescents

Provide education 
regarding residential 

practice with youth with 
sexual behavior problems

Share how Stevens 
maximizes safety 

Teach about how Stevens’ 
evolved philosophy and 

practice to become 
trauma-informed, reduce 
stigma and create a more 

inclusive environment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IVY (1 minute) Participants will:Learn the ways in which Stevens’ practice keeps youth with sexual behaviors safe and ensures safety within the communityLearn ways in which a trauma-informed and individualized approach has been integrated into practice to yield better long term outcomes for youthLearn about the changes Stevens has made in philosophy and practice to reduce stigma and create a more inclusive environmentGain concrete ways in which Stevens’ transformation may be implemented across a variety of residential settings



Founded in 1939 as orphanage

1980’s – Special Education School,
Residential Treatment

Youth with Sexual Behaviors & Fire Setting

Day School

2006 - Intensive Group Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ivy (two minutes)



Where 
were we?

Where are 
we now?

Where do 
we want 
to be?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IVY OVER NEXT SLIDES, WE ARE GOING TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT WHERE WE WERE AND WHERE WE ARE NOW… AND HOW WE GOT THERE.  (1 minute)



6

As of 2/25/22 RESIDENTIAL 
EDUCATION

(22 total)

DAY 
SCHOOL
(5 total)

TOTAL

Sexual 
Behavior 
Problems

16 5 21

Fire Setting 
Behaviors

15 2 17

Substance Use 
Behaviors

11 2 13

Criminal 
Involvement / 
Charges

10 1 11

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ivy 1 minute – current approved enrollment =33



Sexually Reactive Behavior
Range of sexual behaviors;
Participation by others is NOT voluntary

Behavior:
May not be in child’s full conscious control
May appear robotic and compulsive
Not typically secretive 
Child usually stops once discovered

MOTIVATION FOR
THE BEHAVIOR

Represents repetition 
of abusive experiences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IVY (2 minutes) SOURCE: Material on the Range of Sexual Behaviors is adapted from the work of Toni Cavanagh Johnson, Ph.D., including the 2015 book: ”Understanding Children’s Sexual Behaviors: What’s Natural and Healthy” and a 2001 two-part article by Toni Cavanagh Johnson, Ph.D., in the Journal of the International Child and Youth Care Network (CYC-Net) - ISSN 1605-7406, “Understanding the Sexual Behavior of Children”.Sexually reactive behavior always related to a history of trauma – either direct sexual abuse or exposure to adult sexuality in some formBehaviors range from from self-stimulating in front of others to manipulating others to engage in sexual behaviors with them, includes kissing, fondling, and oral, vaginal and anal penetration.Behavior directed towards themselves or other children or adultsTONE OF BEHAVIOR:Compulsive – may appear roboticBehavior may not be in child’s full conscious controlChild may not understand their own & others’ right to physical boundariesNot typically secretive or manipulative Child usually stops the behavior once it is discoveredMOTIVATION:Reaction or response to being sexually abused or exposed to adult sexuality or sexually explicit material Behavior represents a repetition of the abusive experienceBehavior may be how the child is trying to make sense of or is coping with own sexual abuseChild is likely overwhelmed by uncomfortable feelings about his own abusive experienceTime between the abuse and child’s sexualized behavior is often short or sometimes overlaps the child’s own abuse



Mutual Sexual Behavior
Same-age or near same-age children who have histories of sexual 
abuse; Participation is voluntary

TONE OF THE
BEHAVIOR

MOTIVATION FOR
THE BEHAVIORS

Focused on engaging in sexual behaviors
Shows little emotion re: the sexual behaviors
Conspire together to keep the behavior a secret
Behavior is usually planned
If discovered,  become more adept at hiding the 
behavior

May have been a sexually 
reactive child who did not get 
help needed 
Uses sexual behaviors to cope 
with feelings of abandonment, 
anxiety, sadness, and despair 
and the lack of adult 
attachment figures
Connects to other children to 
meet his/her emotional needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WILL (2 minutes) If the child cannot find willing partners, he/she may resort to using manipulation and force, which then places him into the “sexual molestation” category(Most relevant at Stevens)Child/teen may persuade other children/teens to participate, however there is no physical force or emotional coercion involvedSexualized language with each otherPlanning sexual behaviors togetherExplicit sexualized notes  / letters to each otherExposing selves to each otherMasturbating in front of the otherFondling each otherOral, vaginal, & anal penetration or attempted penetrationTONE OF THE BEHAVIOR:Child/teen is very focused on engaging in sexual behaviorsChild/teen shows little or no emotion regarding the sexual behaviorsConspire together to keep the sexual behavior a secret usually plannedBehavior is usually plannedIf discovered, usually becomes more adept at hiding the behaviorMOTIVATION FOR THE BEHAVIORS:May have been a “sexually reactive” child who did not get the help needed Uses sexual behaviors to cope with feelings of abandonment, anxiety, sadness, and despair and the lack of adult attachment figuresConnects to other children to meet his/her emotional needsOften relates best to other children rather than adults



Sexually Abusive Behavior
Younger children or anyone vulnerable, such as someone who is mentally, challenged, a 
person who is alone, an animal, etc.

NOT voluntary

TONE OF THE
BEHAVIOR

Frequently uses coercion, manipulation, threat
May increase in frequency and intensity
May include physical and sexual violence

MOTIVATION FOR THE
BEHAVIORExperience of sexual abuse

Sexual abuse to combat feelings of powerlessness & get needs met
Sexuality and aggression may have become closely linked in the child’s mind
Sexualize relationships and situations
Thinks about sexual behaviors much of the time
Often a compulsive quality to the behavior
May experience intense confusion regarding sexual issues

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ivy (2 minutes) BEHAVIORSoral, vaginal, & anal penetration (rape), attempted rape, threatening to rapesexual abuse of animalsmay include use of overt violencesexualized language, obscene phone calls, looking in windows, stalking, exposing selfmasturbating in front of victim, showing victim pornographyfondling, frottage (purposefully rubbing against someone & pretending it’s an accident)Child/teen also usually displays behavioral problems in all or most areas of his/her lifeOTHER BEHAIVORS: stealing, abusing drugs or alcohol, fire setting, physical fights, being disruptive in school or doing poorly in school, breaking rules at home, disrespectful toward authority figures, and has few outside interests and few or no friendsTone of the behavior:NOT voluntary ~ always against the victim’s will or the victim is not capable of understanding or consentinguses some form of coercion, manipulation, or threat, however he/she is rarely overtly violentoften threatens the victim to keep quiet (“I’ll kill your dog if you tell”)the sexual behaviors may increase in frequency, intensity and severity over timethe child may be both physically and sexually aggressivethe behavior is often planned but may also be opportunistic (taking advantage of opportunities to that may present themselves, such as unexpectedly finding him/herself alone with a younger child)Motivation for the behavior:the child/teen has been directly sexually abused or has been exposed to adult sexuality in some form the child/teen has developed a pattern of getting his need for closeness met by hurting others sexuallythe child/teen sexually abuses others to combat his feelings of powerlessness the child/teen uses others to get his/her sexual needs metsexuality and aggression may have become closely linked in the child’s mindthey tend to sexualize relationships and situations (for example, they may believe that all girls who wear short skirts want to have sex with them, or that all girls are flirting with them and are “asking for it”)the child/teen thinks about sexual behaviors much of the timethere is often a compulsive quality to the behaviorthe child/teen may experience intense confusion regarding sexual issues (doesn’t seem to understand what is acceptable and what is unacceptable social behavior)How does the child/teen react if discovered?denialanger at whomever discovered or disclosed the behaviorportrays himself as the victimthe child will try harder to hide the behaviorIs the behavior usually related to a history of trauma?Yes



the Way 
Things Were

LANGUAGE
PROGRAM

IMPACT

Sexual Offender
Emotional Disturbance

Safety
Consequence

Structure / Routine

Focus on Consequences for Behavior
Focus on Reduction of Negative Behavior

Focus on Physical Safety
Limited Community Access
Cognitive-behavioral Model

Privilege System

Youth Good at Stevens
Not prepared for Future

Very mixed experience at Stevens

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ivy (3 minutes)



Competency

Regulation

Attachment

Engagement

Trauma 
Experience 
Integration

Routines & 
Rituals

Executive 
Functions

Self-
Development 

& Identity

Education

Caregiver 
Affect 

Management

Effective 
ResponseAttunement

Identification

Relational 
Connection

Modulation

ARC FRAMEWORK 8 PRIMARY SKILLS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IVY (3 minutes) core concepts woven into intervention across all program settings and throughout the environment; not something programs DO, but something we all ARE - Goal is that every interaction, practice, policy, decision… is grounded in an understanding of trauma and best practice for the youth we serveFlexible framework, not curriculumBegan in 2004 by JRI, but is now used internationallyIs being used by Residential programs like Stevens throughout MA and beyondARC Implementation Team = Program Development Workgroup Allows for creativity and adaptation to different settingsStrongly grounded in theoretical and research literature (fields of attachment, trauma, child development, resilienceEngagementEducationRoutines & RitualsApply to the whole frameworkAttachment = building safe relationshipsSelf-regulation = child & adolescent capacity to regulate physical and emotional experienceCompetency = supporting resiliency in youth



Community Collaboration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IVY (4 minutes)Long form on everything but TIC and Inclusivity



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WILL (3 minutes)YAC and PAG expandNew positons, FYEC and Permanency coordinaDischarge planning starts right right away, FYEC keeps in contact, looking at why there are at Stevens (and not focusing on why they aren’t)We tought kids to be good at Stevens, instead of good at lifePrevocational & vocational services as part of permanency



Anger management problems; May have ADHD 
(or other dx); Choosing to act out & disrupt 
classroom / cottage (e.g., disrespectful or 
manipulative); Uncontrollable, destructive
Non-responsive

Youth needs consequences to correct behavior 
or maybe an ADHD (or other) evaluation; Youth 

needs discipline or consequences only to 
correct behavior

Maladaptive responses;
Seeking to meet needs met;
Difficulty regulating emotions;
Lacking necessary skills;
Negative view of world 
(e.g. adults cannot be trusted);
Trauma response was triggered

Youth needs to learn skills 
to regulate emotions & 
we need to provide support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WILL (2 minutes)Adapted from Daniel & Zarling (2012)SHOULD MAKE THIS RELATED TO SEXUAL BEHAVIORSOVERALL INCREASE IN YOUTH VOICE, FOCUS ON EQUITY AND INDIVIDUAL CARE



Monitoring & 
Supervision

Facility & 
Program 
Structure

Behavioral 
Response

Safety 
Restrictions

Individual & 
Group 

Therapy

Trauma-
informed 

Care

Team-based & 
Collaborative

Clear 
Expectations

Be Proactive Educate & 
Learn

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WILL (1 minute)EDUCATE AND LEARN ~ educate youth, staff, learn from every instanceSHOULD CHANGE SOME OF THIS – MAKE INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENTS , TAKE OUT CLEAR EXPECTATIONS, CHANGE “BEH RESPONSE” TO BEHAVIORAL SUPPORT 



Observe and remain attuned to ALL other youth… when 
engaging with youth, during activity, during transition, etc.

Attention to other staff for 
real-time communication

CONSTANT OBSERVATION AND MONITORING IS KEY 

Supervision at night

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Will (1 minute)CONSTANT MONITORING *Watching youth is the top priority; be aware of where youth and staff are; ensure communication between staff is accurate*Staff and Youth Announce: Allows everyone to know where staff and youth are at all times.  Helps to safeguard against SUPERVISION AT NIGHT Single rooms for kids who have engaged in inappropriate sexual behaviors (individual rooms for all residents at Stevens for safety and privacy)No doors, room curtains, alarms in rooms.  Staff in doorway all night if this cannot be accomplished, or strategic placement of staff if multiple residents need to be monitoredStaggered bedtime transition has helped to reduce number of residents waiting to be monitored getting into bed prior to alarm activation.*Idea for prevention in multiple-occupancy rooms:  barriers between beds such as a retractable curtain, drawn by staff after residents are in bed; strategic room alarm placement; bed checks; unpredictable monitoring



Facility Layout

Camera Placement Seating

Privacy Considerations

Alarms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Will (2 minutes)Single rooms for kids who have engaged in inappropriate sexual behaviors (individual rooms for all residents at Stevens for safety and privacy)No doors, room curtains, alarms in rooms.  Staff in doorway all night if this cannot be accomplished, or strategic placement of staff if multiple residents need to be monitored*Idea for prevention in multiple-occupancy rooms:  barriers between beds such as a retractable curtain, drawn by staff after residents are in bed; strategic room alarm placement; bed checks; unpredictable monitoringAssigned seats and tablemates: put everyone in the positions where they are best able to stabilize and engage treatment



NATURAL POINTS OF WEAKNESS

…is not the same from below          

The view from above…                           

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Will (1 minute)Staff typically supervise from a position from above; however, staff must consider blind areas.WILLDon’t assume that everything is happening above the tables.Youth can distract you above the table, from what is happening under the table.WILL: Expand and relate the tale of Zack and Michael.



NATURAL POINTS OF WEAKNESS –
SCHOOL

The view from above…                           

…is not the same from below          

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WILLDon’t assume that everything is happening above the tables.Youth can distract you above the table, from what is happening under the table.WILL: Tell the tale of Lillianna



Camera Use

Purposeful Rules

Daily Routine

Touch Policy; 
alternatives for touch

Safety 
Restrictions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WILL (3 minutes)SUPERVISION AT NIGHT Single rooms for kids who have engaged in inappropriate sexual behaviors (individual rooms for all residents at Stevens for safety and privacy)No doors, room curtains, alarms in rooms.  Staff in doorway all night if this cannot be accomplished, or strategic placement of staff if multiple residents need to be monitored*Idea for prevention in multiple-occupancy rooms:  barriers between beds such as a retractable curtain, drawn by staff after residents are in bed; strategic room alarm placement; bed checks; unpredictable monitoringROUTINEStaggered bedtime transition has helped to reduce number of residents waiting to be monitored getting into bed prior to alarm activation.STRUCTUREAssigned seats and tablemates: put everyone in the positions where they are best able to stabilize and engage treatmentHands: Always know where youth hands areYouth Requests to move around milieu: Covert activity is dramatically curtailed Volume: You cannot work to prevent what you are not aware of, both in residences and vehiclesBorrowing/Sharing: Grooming and quid pro quosItem checks: Skim items, smoke and mirrors1-1 Upstairs – The more unstructured the time, the closer staff supervisePURPOSEFUL RULESStaff and youth announce when they move between roomsYouth hands must ALWAYS be in sight of staff and above tables; youth request permission to go under tablesmust request permission to leave seat/roomvolume to be kept to a reasonable level – no whispering/covert conversations no lending/borrowing/sharing of personal items 



• Policies and procedures ~ Read, understand agency, review, clarify
• Be familiar with youth’ histories 
• Notice patterns of behaviors
• Mind personal space 
• Speak your voice ~ Bring observations up in meetings, write them in 

logs, speak to supervisor
• Observe ~ What are their peer interactions like? Other social 

interactions?
• Reflect ~ What NEED is the behavior meeting? 
• Watch hands!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(15 minute warning)WILL (3 minutes)*Policies – Know them and review them.  There is a lot to remember, and to be consistent, staff must follow the same guidelines.  Also, staff need a forum to talk about rules and to ask questions.*History – Intake summaries, full file access.  Brief staff in meetings, offer financial incentives for staff to read full files.*Patterns – Many staff on many shifts make it difficult to track behaviors.  Use a staff log and be sure to note out of the ordinary occurrences.Look for patterns of behaviors – just because you only saw it once doesn’t mean it has happened once*Observations – If you see something, make sure you communicate it to as many people as possible.*Concerns – Create a culture where everyone's opinion matters!  New staff see situations with new eyes.



Sexualized language or gestures,
Inappropriate conversations or 

writings,
Clothing manipulated for 

exposure,
Items discovered during 
room/locker searches

•Ask  youth to step aside to 
a discreet, public location
•Speak to the youth about 

the behavior
•Inform residential director 

and clinician
•Document 

• Possibly consequence
• Make change to individual 

safety plan, if needed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WILL (2 minutes)(shorten) Speak on differences between high and low.  Low risk behaviors are not insignificant behaviors; however, your approach to handling these behaviors is different.RESPONSE IS CONNECTED TO THE LEVEL OF RISKStaff see, respond in a consistent, trauma informed manner.Ask the youth to step aside to a discreet, public locationSpeak to the youth about the behaviorInform a supervisor, coordinator, and the youth’s clinicianDocument and possibly consequencePossibly make change to individual safety plan, if needed



Exposure, 
Frottage, 

Inappropriate 
Touching

Quickly approach the youth and ask them 
to step into a timeout room or other private
area (on camera)
If youth stops, proceed… 

If youth does not stop, minimize exposure 
and risk to others by removing youth or others;
Notify others & make changes to individual safety 
plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WILL (1 minutes) (shorten) Speak on differences between high and low.  Low risk behaviors are not insignificant behaviors; however, your approach to handling these behaviors is different.What’s the difference? We are here to stop the behavior and keep everyone safe (most definitely including the acting out youth), not to shame youth.  Make sure your intervention matches the level of the behavior.Staff quickly approach the youth and ask them to step into a timeout room or other secluded area (on camera)If the youth stops the behavior (they almost always will), proceed as you normally would with the timeout process/consequence system/making change to individual safety planIf the youth does not stop, do your best to position yourself so other youth cannot see and ask another staff to clear the room of other youth.  You are NOT trying to draw extra attention to the situation if at all possible.If it is not possible to remove the other youth from the room, staff should quickly physically escort the acting out youth to a timeout room or other secluded area (on camera)Document/consequence/make change to individual safety planMake sure youth’s clinician and the in-charge staff on campus are notified



TASBI – Treatment for 
Adolescents with 
Sexual Behavior Issues

Individual

GroupFamily
Major components:

• Address own trauma
• Acknowledge behavior

• Learn new coping
• Apology

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IVY (3 minutes)YOUTH VOICE – ACCESS TO TREATMENT – THIS IS A CHANGE



EDUCATION
Staff

• Training
• Supervision
• Youth 

Roundtable
• Treatment 

Teams

Youth

• Human 
Sexuality

• Consent
• Rules & 

expectations
• Bias

Families

• Family 
Therapy

• Visit Plans
• Family 

Workshops

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IVY (2 minute)Know your role & that of othersROLE – SHOULD THIS BE ADDRESSED BY DIRECT CARE STAFF OR THE CLINICIAN? DO WE NEEDAN OUTSIDE OPINION OR INFORMATION?SUPERVISION – USE THE TIME TO TALK ABOUT WHAT MAKES YOU UNCOMFORTABLE AND WHAT YOU OBSERVEConnect with others ~ask questions,talk about behaviors,hypothesize,Plan



ADDRESSING BIAS  - INTERNAL AND COMMUNITY

ONGOING QUALITY IMPROVEMENT - ALWAYS ASK WHY

COMMUNITY RISK - MANAGING OFF-GROUNDS ACCESS 

NORMALIZED ACTIVITIES - INDEPENDANCE  VS. RISK 
MANAGEMENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ivy (3 minutes)Normalize the Adolescent ExperienceHelp them to see the difference between what is healthy and what is unhealthy and what is OK and what isn’t.PrivacyNature of relationshipAge differences, developmental differences, power differences, expectations, etc.Shouldn’t be CoercedNot just force, shouldn’t be bribed or blackmailed or trickedShouldn’t be manipulative or an emotional or mind game.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ivy (2 minutes)TALK ABOUT WHYTALK ABOUT IMPACTADD INFO RE: WHERE TO ACCESS THE PREVIOUS TRAINING, INFORHOW WILL BE INTEGRTATED GOING FORWARD (OR PLAN TO FIGURE THAT OUT)GIVE THEM COPY OF DOCUMENT WITH COMMITMENT ADD THE FACT THAT THEY CAN JOIN THE GROUP



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ivy (1 minute)
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